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Unworkable Actions

Unworkable actions are self-defeating and only end up only making things
worse for you.  Yet it's easy to fall into the trap of thinking that's what you should

do, or that's what you deserve.  Can you think of examples that you've used?
 What might a workable action look like for you?





Skills required

Responsibilities

Reports to (who's in charge?) Hours/week 

Overtime requirements

How often do they have
evaluations done?



A CLOSE  FRIEND YOU



What differences and similarities struck you the most in how you'd treat a
friend vs yourself?

What could you do to narrow the gap?

Why do you think that gap exists?



Self-development Love & family

Social connections Health



Work School/learning

Play Spirituality/meaning/
purpose



Harm? Not Harm?



Relationship DRAINSRelationship DRAINS
Disconnection
Reactivity
Avoidance
trapped Inside your mind
Neglecting core values

Relationships that are draining involve:
 

Are any of these harming your relationships? How might you change them?
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ACT considers fusion with thought (feeling like you are your thoughts and they
represent literal truth)  to be a major source of distress.   What are some of the
thoughts you're especially fused with?   What would it be like to come unstuck

from those thoughts?   Do you think it's possible to do so?
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Fusion with thoughts 



Leaves on a stream

Imagine if your thoughts and emotions came and went like leaves on a
stream, coming and going without changing the actual stream itself . How

might that change how you react to them?



Self-Judgment

Do you believe that having certain thoughts/feelings make you a bad/ person?  
Is it possible that those thoughts aren't literally true?

How might the leaves on a stream metaphor relate to this?



What forms of psychological

smog cloud your thinking?

E.g. shoulds, if onlys, excuses, fear, getting stuck in the past/future, making
assumptions, judgments, reason-giving. giving up



Acceptable Unacceptable

Why?Why?





Behavioural strategies

Mental strategies

What were the consequences?

What were the consequences?



Psychological FlexibilityPsychological Flexibility

opening up
being mindfully present
doing what matters

The ACT model for psychological flexibility includes:

What could you do to improve your own psychological flexibility?



Authenticity

Compassion

Creativity

Curiosity

Equality

Generosity

Gratitude

Patience

Respect

What are the values that

matter most to you?

Connection

Flexibility

Independence

Love

Mindfulness

Order

Open-
mindedness

Responsibility
SpiritualitySelf-

awareness

Self-
development

Self-
control

SkillfulnessAdventure

Acceptance



Top Three

Moderately important

Values List

Less important



Emotional Avoidance







Quicksand metaphor

If you 're c aught in quicksand and try to swim out, you'll be sucked in.  If you
accept being there and let yourself relax, then you'll float on the surface.  

Think of an example of when fighting a thought/feeling has gotten you sucked
in, and how things might have been different if you were able to ease up and just

let it be.



If you're playing a game of poker, are you better off playing the hand you were
dealt, or the hand you wish you were dealt?  In life, how much energy are you

diverting to the hand you wish life dealt?  How might you be more effective if you
lived based on the hand that's in front of you?

Deck of cards analogy



If you get caught in a riptide, trying to swim to shore will just exhaust you. 
However, if you go along with the riptide, you'll get to safer waters.  How might

this apply to trying to swim against your thoughts?

Riptide metaphor



Reflection

How does ACT differ from therapy concepts you're already familiar with?  How
might you be able to integrate some of these ideas into your life?





More ACT Resources

ACT Mindfully from Russ Harris, author of several
books including The Happiness Trap
https://www.actmindfully.com.au/

Association for Contextual Behavioral
Sciences has ACT audio & video resources

https://contextualscience.org/free_videos_le
arning_about_and_applying_act

Steven Hayes, author of Get Out of
Your Mind and Into Your Life

https://stevenchayes.com/my-act-
toolkit/


